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Looms able to weave architectonic fabrics, transport belts fabrics and heavy fabrics with steel cable

mod. T.N.E./PS

The new TRINCA loom series type T.N.E/PS has been designed, 
developed and manufactured to satisfy the market requirements of 
heaviest metal fabric with weaving width from 2 up to 8 meters and more.
The patented TRINCA Bandrapier System allows to insert weft materials 
as: pre-cimped or fl at, as well as fl exible or rigid metal wires with a minimum 
diameter from 0,10 up to maximum 6 mm. The TRINCA crimping device 
type ON 60, and the TRINCA uncoiling reel types AS 1000 are essential 
necessary additional equipments for the production of special fabrics, 
woven with pre-crimped wires or fl at wefts with major wire diameters.
The TRINCA crimping device type ON 60, the TRINCA uncoiling 
reel type AS 1000 and the TRINCA LOOM type T.N.E/PS are electrically 
connected and syncronized, one to the other. A special developed sofware 
controls, syncronized and driver automatically all fuctions of the three 
together connected machines, with excellent results of hight production 
output and most reliable control precision for weaving top quality products.

 AS1000 Wire uncoiling reel trinca type AS 1000

Diameter of the coil supporting disk: max 1000 mm.
Maximum carrying capacity of the reel: 1000 Kg
Uncoiling speed adjustable from min. 0 up to max 150 rpm
Driving motor AC - 4p - 1450 rpm - 4 Kw - 400 V - 50 Hz
Device controlled by a PLC with key setting possibility of the
operating speed accelerations and decelerations
Pushbotton panel for all control functions, with a display which
shows the operating speed, the accelerations and decelerations.
Numerical keyboard for the programming functions

Crimping device trinca type ON 60 - ON 80 - ON 120 
for pre-crimped warp and weft wires

Crimping device ON 60 - wire diameter an resistance R1400 Nm²,
min diam. mm 1 - max diam mm 5
Crimping device ON 80 - wire diameter an resistance R1400
Nm², min diam. mm 3 - max diam mm 8

Crimping device ON 120 - wire diameter an resistance 
R1400 Nm², min diam. mm 4 - max diam mm 12
Crimping gears diameter: min. 170 mm. - max 220 mm.
Driving motor with speed adjustment syncronized
with the loom
Wire crimping operating speed: from 0 up to 120
meters/minute
Device controlled by a PLC with key setting possibility of
the operating speed, accelerations and decelerations.

Pushbutton panel for all control functions, with a display which
shows the operating speed, the accelerations and decelerations
Numerical keyboard for the programming funcions
Possibility of setting the required lenght of the wires to be
crimped, with an automatically wire cut at the pre-setted lenght
Number counter of the wires to be crimped and function stop if
the setted number has been reached

Technical features:

Weft insertion from wire diam. 0,10 up to 6,00 mm.
Pre-crimped weft insertion with wire diam. From 1,00 up to 6,00 mm.
Pre-straightened, rigid rods as weft insertioon with diam. from 2,00 up to 6,00 mm.
Suitable for weaving with following materials: stainless steel, high
tensile carbon steel, high content alloys.

Weaving speed adjustable from
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